Leibniz algebras.
A Leibniz algebra is a K-module Q equipped with a bilinear map [~-> ~~] : 0 x fl -^ 0? called bracket and satisfying only the Leibniz identity [[x,y] ,z]- [[x,z] ,y} for any x, y, z e s. In the presence of the condition [x, x] = 0, the Leibniz identity is equivalent to the so-called Jacobi identity. Therefore Lie algebras are examples of Leibniz algebras.
A morphism of Leibniz algebras is a linear map / : Si -> flz such that /(M=[/(^/0/)] for any x, y e fli. It is clear that Leibniz algebras and their morphisms form a category that we denote by (Leib).
A two-sided ideal of a Leibniz algebra Q is a submodule () such that [x, y] e ^ and [y, x] d) for any x e ^ and any y € s. For any two-sided ideal () in 5, the quotient module Q/[) inherits a structure of Leibniz algebra induced by the bracket of Q. In particular, let ([x, x] ) be the two-sided ideal in Q generated by all brackets [x,x\. The Leibniz algebra fl/( [?,?] ) is in fact a Lie algebra, said canonically associated to Q and is denoted by Quie-Let Q be a Leibniz algebra. Denote by 5' := [Q,Q\ the submodule generated by all brackets [x, y}. The Leibniz algebra fl is said to be perfect if S' == 0-It is clear that any submodule of Q containing Q' is a two-sided ideal in Q.
Examples.
Let M be a representation of a Lie algebra Q (the action of Q on M being denoted by m 9 for m € M and g e 5). For any fl-equivariant map p,: M -> 5, the bracket given by [m, m'} := m^7) induces a structure of Leibniz (non-Lie) algebra on M. Observe that any Leibniz algebra Q can be obtained in such a way by taking the canonical projection Q -> Q^ (which is obviously flLie-equivariant).
Let A be an associative algebra and let 63 : A 03 -> A 02 be the Hochschild boundary that is, the linear map defined by bs(a (g) b 0 c) := ab (g) c -a (g) be 4-ca (g) 6, a, b, c e A. satisfies the Leibniz identity. The Leibniz algebra so defined is the free Leibniz algebra over V and is denoted by ^(V) (see [8] ). Observe that one has Vl 0V2^'"^>Vn = ["' [[vi,V2] ,V3]'"Vn\, V^i , ---,^ € V.
Moreover, the free Lie algebra over V is nothing but the Lie algebra WLie.
Crossed Leibniz algebras.

Leibniz action.
Let 0 and 9Jt be Leibniz algebras. A Leibniz action of 0 on 9Dt is a couple of bilinear maps Q x 9Jt -^ 9Jt, (5, m) ^ ^m an?) 9JI x g -^ 971, (m, 0) i-> m 8 satisfying the axioms i) m^l == (m^ -(m 97 )î i) ^TT^^m)^ -^(m^), iii) 9(9'm) = -9(m9'), 771^] for any ?n, TTI' G 901 and </, p' € Q. We say that 9Jt is a Leibniz Q-algebra. Observe that the axiom i) applied to the triples (m;^,(7') and (m\g'^g) yields the relation m^] =_^<
Examples.
Any two-sided ideal of a Leibniz algebra g is a Leibniz fl-algebra, the action being given by the initial bracket.
A K-module M equipped with two operations of a Leibniz algebra Q satisfying the axioms i), ii) and iii) is called a representation of Q (see [8] ). Therefore representations of a Leibniz algebra Q are abelian Leibniz g-algebras.
Crossed Leibniz algebras.
Let Q be a Leibniz algebra. A pre-crossed Leibniz g-algebra is a Leibniz fl-algebra SDt equipped with a morphism of Leibniz algebras p,: SDt -> fl such that 
Examples.
Any Leibniz algebra 5, equipped with the identity map idg, is a crossed Leibniz ^-algebra.
Any two-sided ideal 1} of a Leibniz algebra 0, equipped with the inclusion map ^ ^-> 5, is a crossed Leibniz Q-algebra.
Let a : c -» 5 be a central extension of Leibniz algebras (i.e., a surjective morphism whose kernel is contained in the centre of c, see [4] ). Define operations of Q on c bŷ := [a-1^) ,^ and c 9 :
where a~l(g) is any pre-image of g in c. Then (c,a) is a crossed Leibniz 0-algebra. PROPOSITION 2.1. -For any pre-crossed Leibniz Q-algebra (9JI, /^), the image im(^) (resp. the kernel ker(/^)) is a two-sided ideal in g (resp. yjf). Moreover, if(9Jt,/^) is crossed, then ker(/^) is contained in the centre ofyji.
Proof. -Let m be an element of SDZ. For any g € 0, we have Km), ^] = ^(m^) € im(/^) and [g, ^(m)} = ^(^z) e im(/A).
Thus, im(/^) is a two-sided ideal in g. Assume that m e ker(^); then for any m 1 € 9Dt, we have Therefore ker(/^) is a two-sided ideal in SDT. Moreover if the Leibniz action of Q on 9Dt is crossed, then we have for any m G ker(^) and m / € 9Jt. Thus ker(/^) is contained in the centre of 9JI. D
Morphism of pre-crossed Leibniz algebras.
Let Q be a Leibniz algebra and let (3JI, p,) and (9^, v) be pre-crossed Leibniz ^-algebras. A morphism from (97t, p) to (9T, i^) is a Leibniz algebra morphism / : 9DT ^ 9T such that f(^m) = ^(/(m)), fW = (/(m))^ and /z = vf for any m € 9Jt and g 6 fl. A morphism of crossed Leibniz Q'algebras is the same as a morphism of pre-crossed Leibniz ^-algebras. It is clear that pre-crossed (resp. crossed) Leibniz ^-algebras and their morphisms form a category that we denote by (pc-Leib(fl)) (resp. (c-Leib(fl))). thus (971, f) is a crossed Leibniz ^-algebra. D
Exact sequences.
We say that a sequence (£,A) ^w/.) ^(^)
is exact in the category (pc-Leib(^)) (resp. (c-Leib(g)) if the sequence £ ^gjt ^9T is exact as sequence of Leibniz algebras.
is exact in the category (pc-Leib(^)) (resp. (c-Leib(g))), then the map X is zero. Moreover if the Leibniz g-algebra (£, A) is crossed, then the Leibniz algebra £ is abelian.
Proof. -Indeed, since (3a = 0, we have A = vfta = 0. From whence ker(A) = £, and by Proposition 2.1, it is clear that the Leibniz algebra £ is abelian. D 1156 ALLAHTAN V. GNEDBAYE
Biderivations of Leibniz algebras.
In this section, we fix a Leibniz algebra 5.
Derivations and anti-derivations.
Let (9Jt, p) and (91, v) be pre-crossed Leibniz fl-algebras. A derivation from (OT, ^) to (91,;/) is a linear map d: W -> 91 such that 
Examples.
Let (9T, i/) be a crossed Leibniz ^-algebra and let n be any element of 9T. By the axiom iii) (resp. i)) of 2.1, the linear map 9 -> 91, fli-^ (resp. 5 -^ 9T, 51-^ -n 9 ) is a derivation (resp. an anti-derivation) from (^idg) to (91,^).
Biderivations.
Let (93t, fi) and (9^,!/) be pre-crossed Leibniz s-algebras. We denote by Biderg(9Jt, 91) the free K-module generated by the triples (d, D, g), where d (resp. D) is a derivation (resp. an anti-derivation) from (9Jt, p,) to (91, ^) and g is an element of Q such that Proof. -Let us show that the maps 6 and A are respectively a derivation and an anti-derivation. Indeed, for any m, m' € 97t, we havê
On the other hand, we have v(8{m)) = v(d'(mi~)} -v(d{m 9 ')) = ^((m 9 ) 9 ') -^m 9 ') 9 ) = ^(m^'l), (A(m)) = -^(m 9 '))-^^)) = ^(m 5 '))-/^'^) 3 
Therefore the triple {6,^.,[g,g'}) is a biderivation from (971,^) to (91,^). Moreover, let {d,D,g), (d',D',g') and (d",D",g") be biderivations from (971,^) to (91, i/). We set It is clear that go = g\ -52-For any m € 971, we have (<?i -<?2)(m) ^(m^'i) -6'(m 9 ") -d'(m^' 9 "^ + 6"(m 9 ') =d"{{m g ) g ') -d"((m''')i) -d'((m 9 ") 9 ) + d((m9")9') -d\W") + d'^-m 9 ") 9 ) + ^{{m 91 } 9 ) -d^m 9 ') 9 ") =d"((m 9 ) 9 ') -d\{m 9 } 9 "} -d{m^'' 9 "= <5(m s )-d(ml ff '' ff "l)=^o(m) and (Ai -A2)(m) = -A'(m 3 ") -d"^' 9 '^) + ^"(m 91 ) + d'(^i"\n) =D((m 9 ") 9 ') + d'(i(m 9 ")) -d"^) 9 ') + d"^9')) -D((m 9 ') 3 ") -^'("(m 9 ')) + d'^m) 9 ") -d'^m 9 ")) = -D(m^^} -d"^) 9 ') + d'^) 9 ") = -D^'' 9 "^) -6( < lm) = Ao(m).
Therefore the K-module Biderg(97t, 9T) is a Leibniz algebra. D Let us equip the set Bideig (9Jt, ^Tl) with a Leibniz action of Q.
Proof. -Everything can be smoothly checked and we merely give an example of these verifications. By definition we have
[V,iy,(/),(^<?)] = (^2,A2,M, (7] ).
For any m 6 9K we have
Thus we get For any element g of 5, the linear map ad^ : h «-> [fe,^] (resp. Adg : h i-> -[^,/i]) is a derivation (resp. an anti-derivation) of the Leibniz algebra Q. In the classical sense (i.e., without "crossing", see [7] ) the couple (adp, Adg) is called inner biderivation offl. Therefore the pre-crossed Leibniz g-algebra Biderg(9Jt, 9T) can be seen as the set of biderivations from (9Jt, iji) to (91, i/) over inner biderivations of 5.
On the other hand, given a pre-crossed Leibniz 0-algebra (93t, ^), one easily checks that the map Biderg(97t, -) is a functor from the category of crossed Leibniz ^-algebras to the category of pre-crossed Leibniz ^-algebras.
Non-abelian tensor product of Leibniz algebras.
Leibniz pairings.
Let 971 and 9T be Leibniz algebras with mutual Leibniz actions on one another. A Leibniz pairing of 9Jt and ^l is a triple ( ( ?, ^, 1)^) where ( ? is a Leibniz algebra and h\ : 9Jt for any m, m' 6 9Jt and n, n' € 91.
Example.
Let 9Jt and 91 be two-sided ideals of a same Leibniz algebra g. Take As an illustration of this construction, we give now a description of the non-abelian tensor product when the actions are trivial. Since the actions are trivial, the definition of the bracket on T(V) and the relations v) enable us to see that 971 -A-9T is an abelian Leibniz algebra and that the summands V^ (for n >_ 2) are killed. Relations i) and ii) of 4.1 say that the K-module 9Jt -A-9T is the quotient of 9Jt (g) 9T © ^ (g) 9Jt by the relations iii). These later imply that ajt^9T is the abelian Leibniz algebra S^ab^^ab C 9Tab <^ ^ab. D
Compatible Leibniz actions.
Let 9Jt Find ^ be Leibniz algebras with mutual Leibniz actions on one another. We say that these actions are compatible if we have for any m, m' € 9Jt and n, n 1 € ^T.
Examples.
If 9Jt and 9T are two-sided ideals of a same Leibniz algebra, then the actions (given by the initial bracket) are compatible.
Let (SDt,^) and {^v) be pre-crossed Leibniz g-algebras. Then one can define a Leibniz action of 9Jt on 9T (resp. of ^ on 9Jt) by settinĝ :=^^ and n 171 := n( resp. "m := ^m and m^ := m^).
If the Leibniz 0-algebras (2Jt, /^) and (71, ^) are crossed, then these Leibniz actions are compatible. Proof. -Once again everything can be readily checked thanks to the compatibility conditions. For example we havê^( So we have proved that the Leibniz fl-algebra 9Jt * ^ is crossed. D
Remark.
It is clear that if (9Jt,/x) (resp. (9^)) is a crossed Leibniz g-algebra, then the map 9Jt * -(resp. -* 91) is a functor from the category of precrossed Leibniz g-algebras to the category of crossed Leibniz 0-algebras. where ^~l(r) is any pre-image of r in Q. Indeed, if q and q' are two preimages of r, then q -q 1 == f{p) for some p in ( ?. Therefore we have q * m -q 1 * n = (q -q') * n = f(p) * n = F(f)(p * n) e imF(/), n*g-n*g' == n * (q -q') = n * /(j?) = F(f)(n^p) € imF(/); thus the map r is well-defined. One easily checks that F is a morphism of Leibniz algebras and inverse to F(g). D
Adjunction theorem.
In this section we show that, for any crossed Leibniz ^-algebra (9T, z/), the functor -^-^T is left adjoint to the functor Biderg^, -). For technical reasons, we assume that the relations We also computê thus Am is an anti-derivation. We have also A(<U^)) = ^(ri * m)) = r](n * m) = [^(n),/A(m)] = ^(n^)), A(A^(n)) = -A(cr(m * n)) = -^(m * n) == -[/2(m), i/(n)] = -y^^n), m(n) = ^(n*^) = a(\n^m)) = -a(\m^n)) = -^(m*n) = -^(n), A^CVi) = -a(m * ^i) = a(m * n' 1 ) == -A^(n' 1 ). Therefore S(m) = (<^,A^,^(m)) is a biderivation from (9T,i/) to (^^A).
For any h e g, m C TO and n € 9T, we have Since [/x(m),/i] = /^(m^), we get E(m' 1 ) == E(m)' 1 . By definition of the map E, we have pS(m) = ^(m). Therefore the map E is a morphism of pre-crossed Leibniz ^-algebras, n 6. Cohomological characterizations.
Non-abelian Leibniz cohomology.
Let 0 be a Leibniz algebra viewed as the crossed Leibniz ^-algebra (fl,idg), and let (TO,/A) be a crossed Leibniz fl-algebra. Given an element m € 9Jt, we denote by dm (resp. Dm) the derivation (resp. anti-derivation) g ^ ^m (resp. g ^ -m9) from (fl,id^) to (9Jt,/A), and by Ji(m) := (m) mod Z(^), where Z(fl) is the centre of Q. One easily checks that the triple (dm, Dm, P'(rn)) is a well-defined element of Biderg(0,951). Thus the element % (resp. fr^) is in ker(/?) = im(a). Since the morphism a is injective, the map d 0 : x i-^ a" 1^) (resp. D 0 : x \-> a" 1^) ) is a derivation (resp. an anti-derivation) from (fl,idg) to (51, o). One easily checks that the triple (c^jD^O) is a well-defined element of Biderg(g,2l) whose class in ^^(fl, 21) does not depend on the choice of the pre-image b. We put <9(c) := class(<f, Jy,0). D
Non-abelian Leibniz homology.
Let 0 be a Leibniz algebra viewed as the crossed Leibniz g-algebra (fl,idg), and let (9^,^) be a crossed Leibniz 0-algebra. Proof. -We know that the functor -*fl is right exact (Proposition 4.5). Therefore Proposition 6.4 is nothing but the "snake-lemma" applied to diagram
which is obviously commutative. D
Universal central extension.
Let fl be a Leibniz algebra and let ^ := ^ be the morphism defining the homolgy ^£*(fl, fl). From the relations v) of Definition-Theorem 4.1, it is clear that ^ : s *fl -^ [fl, 5] is a central extension of Leibniz algebras (see [4] ). Therefore it is clear that -Q£o(2l,L(2l)) = coker(^(<a)) is isomorphic to HHf^A). 0 1176 ALLAHTAN V. GNEDBAYE Remark. -The K-modules HHi (A) and HH^A) coincide when the associative algebra A is superperfect as a Leibniz algebra that is, A = [A, A] and HL»2(A) = 0. Also, if the associative algebra A is commutative, then we have HH^A^HH^A)^^.
Let us also mention that the Milnor-type Hochschild homology appears in the description of the obstruction to the stability HL,(^-i(A)) -. HLn (gln(A) ) -. HH^A) -^ 0 where gin (A) is the Lie algebra of matrices with entries in the associative algebra A (see [2] , [6, 10.6 .20]).
